FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
ور ا ت اور ا ﮯ ات
1.

What are the public timings to visit Consulate?
ﭧ ﮯد اوت ر  ﮨﮟ
Answer: Consulate is open for public from 9: 00 AM to 1.00 PM from Monday to
Thursday. Friday timings are 9: 00 AM to 12.00 AM

2.
Answer:

3.
Answer:

How can I get an appointment from the Consulate?
ﮯ   ﮨںL ﮯM ;ﭧD;ﭩOEﮟ  ﭧ ﮯ اA
An appointment can be booked through this website,
    ﮨﮯ۔L ﮯCTﭧ ﮯ ذرV WT;ﭧ اس وD;ﭩVEا
Can I visit the Consulate without an appointment?
;ﭧ ﮯ  ﭧ وزٹ   ﮨںD;ﭩVEﮟ [ اA 
After 17th August, 2009, no visitor will be entertained at the Consulate
without prior appointment.
۔c ﮯV    ﮩﮟeT;ﭧ ﮯ ڈD;ﭩVE_  `_ [ اM aC  ﮯbMc ا17

4.

From where can I get all the forms?
ﮯ   ﮯ ﮨﮟO e>g  ﮩں ﮯhA ہiA
Answer: Forms can be downloaded from this website. Photocopied forms are also
acceptable. Forms can also be obtained from the Consulate free of cost. Forms have
also been supplied to various PCOs in city centre.
ہT  =ل ﮨﮯ۔e _` _E  _ ﭨhA ﮯ  ﮯ ﮨﮟ۔ = ہ انO ڈL نVﭧ ﮯ ڈاV WTرم اس و
mnA  آں ر  ﮯaThA ﮯ  ﮯ ﮨﮟ۔O e>g _ ﮯpV_ اداM [ _`   ﭧ ﮯhAر
د ﮨﮟA _` E ل ;ﭩز

5.

Can Consulate renew an expired Character Certificate?
   ﮨﮯ۔aTaqH   ﭧr ﭩ ﭨT ﮦat uvدCA   ﭧ
Answer: Since Character Certificate is a police document, only they have the
authority to renew the same. Consulate forwards the application for new
Character Certificate to National Police Bureau in Islamabad. For this, the
applicant must submit an application on a plain paper, with photocopies of
the passport and expired Character Certificate.
 ﭧ رr_ `_ ﭨV `رﭨ_  ہHز اqA  ﮨﮯ اور >فhT} دوLE  ﭧr ﭩ ﭨT  ہM
bاvار _ درhc bاvﮯ  ﭧ >ف درOL ز ﮨﮯ۔ اسqA _ mT~H T aTaqH _ _ ﮨﮯ وﮦ ﮨ_ اسH
bاvﮯ درOL } رو ام آد  `  _ ﮨﮯ۔ } ﮯLE e;  ﭧr ﭩ ﭨT  ﮯ ااءVا
 ﭧ ﮯr ﭩ ﭨT ا ﮯE_ اورE _ رٹE اﮦD ﮨbاv_ درOc _` L E   ار _ دﮦhc
_  _ ﮨﮯV اD ﮟA  ﭧ

6.

I need a marriage permission letter. How can I get that?

    ﮨﮯ۔e>g ﮯM  وﮦ، ہ درر ﮨﮯA ﮯ ازتOL د ﮯt `ﮯqA
Answer: Following documents are required: (i) Unmarried certificate duly attested from
the Foreign Office (ii) Permission from parents duly attested from the Foreign
Office (iii) copy of the passport.

 ر    ﮨﮯ۔E ات _ ;دhT دوeTہ درج ذA ﮯازتOL د ﮯt
ﮦat TaH  رن آ} ﮯ، ﭧrﮦ ﮨ ﮯ  ﭨat دt  ۔1
ﮦat TaH  رن آ} ﮯ،ہA د  ﮯ  ازتt  ﮯW  _ TaL۔ وا2
_E رٹ _ ﭨE3
7. I need a letter for ajuda, what are the requirements for that?

ات درر ﮨﮟhT درر ﮨﮯ اس ﮯ لءے  دوv ﮯOL ~ﮯ ادا ﮯqA
Answer: Following documents are required: (i) copy of residency (ii) Affidavit from wife
duly attested from Magistrate and Foreign Office confirming that she has no other
source of income and totally dependent on her husband (iii) Nika Nama duly
attested from the Foreign Office (iv) Birth Certificates of children duly attested
from Foreign Office.

ات درر ﮨﮟhT دوeTﮯ درج ذOL ﭩ ﮯL ادا
ش ﮩﮟCA ہCT_ اور ذرV  ﮟ درج ﮨ ہ اA } ہA m هc ` L  ﮯW   ۔1
TaH ﭧ اور رن آ} ﮯTﭩMqA   ہ، ﮨﮯE نaAٓﮨ _ اt  ا ~ر ا ﮯeD A اور
ﮦ ﮨ۔at
_E  _M ﮉThTار _ رhc bاv۔در2
_E _ ہA ۔ ح3
ﮦat TaH  رن آ} ﮯ، ﭧr ﭨH ۔ ں ﮯ4

8.

I need a letter for police character certificate.

 ﭧ درر ﮨﮯr ﭩ ﭨT }LE `ﮯqA
Answer: Application requesting for letter, mentioning the name of the person who
will receive the certificate on his behalf in Pakistan; copy of the passport; copy of
CNIC/NICOP (Original passport and CNIC/NICO must be presented before Consular
Officer)
 اسc  ےT~H _`   مnt ﮟ وﮦ اسA } ،_c; ﮨT دbاv درE   ار  دﮦhc bاvدر
_ اورE _ _ رڈv;t _E _ رٹE اﮦD اور اس ﮯ ﮨc  ﭧ و>ل ےr ﭩ ﭨT ہp _
ﮯ۔V _ ﮩA _`TH دa GTا

